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CHAPTER 12CHAPTER 12

Probability Events
c GOAL

Describe and classify probability events.

Learn about the Math

In probability, every experiment has a set of possible
outcomes called the sample space, which was discussed in
an earlier lesson. When we are calculating probability, we are
concerned with the chance of one particular event from that
sample space occurring.

Events can be simple or compound. A  simple event results
in just one outcome. For instance, if we flip one coin, it will
result in just one outcome. The coin could either land on
heads, or it could land on tails. A  compound event is an
event containing more than one outcome. For example: rolling a 
2 followed by rolling an odd number with a die.

Events can sometimes be labelled as complementary
events. One event is complementary to another when that
event can occur if, and only if, the other does not occur.
Again, let’s consider a coin toss with just one coin. The
complement of flipping heads would be flipping tails. One
can only occur if the other does not occur. Another way of
saying this is that events are complementary if their sample
space includes all possible outcomes, meaning that the sum
of their probabilities is 1.

Compatible events are events that can occur at the same
time. Incompatible events cannot occur at the same time. If
events A and B are incompatible, it is impossible for both 
A and B to happen at the same time.

For instance, if you are rolling a typical die and event A is to
roll a 1, 2, or 3 and event B is to roll a 4, 5, or 6, then events A
and B are incompatible. It is not possible for both A and B to
occur at the same time. If, however, event A is to roll an even
number and event B is to roll a number larger than 3, then
events A and B are compatible, because it is possible for both
events to occur at the same time.

event
a specific outcome
or set of outcomes

simple event
an event that results
in just one outcome

compound event
an event containing
more than one
outcome

compatible
events
two events that can
occur at the same
time

incompatible
events
two events that
cannot occur at the
same time
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Finally, probability events can be grouped as either dependent
or independent. With  dependent events,  the probability of
the second outcome can change based on the results of the
first. Two events are said to be independent when the outcome
of one event does not change the probability of the other.

If you are drawing two cards from a regular deck of playing
cards, drawing one card out at a time and replacing that card
back into the deck each time, then the outcome of the first draw
would not affect the outcome of the second. These would be
independent events.  If, however, you were not replacing the
card that you drew out on the first draw, then the probability of
the second draw would be affected by the first event. There
would be fewer cards remaining for the second draw, and the
card that you drew on your first turn would not be available the
second time. These would then be dependent events.

Denise is conducting a probability experiment, using the two
spinners shown here. She is going to spin both spinners at
the same time and wants to determine the probability of the
first spinner landing on white (Event A) and the probability of
the second spinner landing on grey (Event B).

dependent events
events for which the
probability of the
second outcome
depends on the
results of the first

independent
events
outcomes for which
the outcome of one
event does not
change the
probability of
another

? Are Event A and Event B dependent events
or independent events?

Example 1: Determining if a pair of events 
are dependent or independent

If Denise spins the two spinners shown above at the same time to 
determine the probability of the first spinner landing on white and the 
probability of the second spinner landing on grey, would these be 
dependent events or independent events?



Reflecting

1. What is the difference between compatible and
incompatible events?

2. Give an example of a simple event and an example of a
compound event.

3. What is the difference between a pair of dependent
events and a pair of independent events?

4. Give an example of two complementary events.
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Raven’s Solution

Independent Events If two events are dependent, then the 
probability of the second outcome depends on 
the results of the first. They are independent when 
the outcome of one event does not change the 
probability of the other. Since the outcome on the 
first spinner does not change the probability of 
getting grey on the second spinner, then I can 
determine that they are independent events.

Spinning white on the first spinner and spinning grey on the second spinner are
independent events.

Example 2: Determining if two events 
are compatible or incompatible

Rodrigo is taking a quiz in his science class. For each question, the 
probability of getting the correct answer is , because every question has 
two possible outcomes, true or false. Are these events compatible or
incompatible?

1
2

Work with the Math
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8. Label each of the following events as
either dependent or independent.

a) tossing two coins, with the first
landing on tails and the next
landing on heads

b) rolling two fives in a row on a
typical die

c) being the oldest person in your
class one year, then being the
oldest again the next year

9. Name an event that is a complement
of each of the following events.

a) flipping a coin and having it land on
tails

b) rolling a typical die and getting an
even number

c) rolling a typical die and getting a
number greater than 3

d) drawing a card from a regular deck
of playing cards and pulling out a
red card

e) choosing a month of the year that
begins with a vowel

f ) choosing a date in the month of
May that is an even number

g) choosing false on a true/false test

Chandra’s Solution 

Incompatible events Compatible events are two events that can occur 
at the same time. With incompatible events, it is 
impossible for both events to happen at the same 
time. Since it is not possible for a single question to 
be both true and false, I can determine that these 
events are incompatible. 

The two possible outcomes, true and false, are incompatible, because 
it is impossible for them to occur at the same time.

A Checking
5. You are using a typical deck of playing

cards and want to determine the
probability of drawing the queen of
hearts on your first turn and the
probability of drawing the queen of
diamonds on your second turn. You do
not replace the first card before
drawing the second. Are the first draw
and the second draw dependent
events or independent events?

6. You are using a typical die and want to
determine the probability of two
events, A and B. Event A is to roll a
number less than 3. Event B is to roll a
number greater than 4. Are these
events compatible or incompatible?

B Practising
7. Label each of the following events as

either simple or compound.

a) spinning a spinner one time and
landing on red

b) spinning a spinner two times and
landing on red the first spin and
blue the second spin

c) flipping a coin and having it land on
heads



10. Label each of the following pairs
of events as either compatible or
incompatible.

a) Event A – rolling a 1, 3, or 5 on a
typical die.
Event B – rolling an even number
on a typical die

b) Event A – choosing a red card from
a deck of typical playing cards
Event B – choosing the ace of
hearts from a deck of typical
playing cards

c) Event A – both coins landing on
heads in a double coin toss
Event B – both coins giving the
same result in a double coin toss

d) Event A – rolling a 1 on a typical die
Event B – rolling a number greater
than 3 on a typical die

11. 5 red cubes and 4 blue cubes are in a
bag. You want to find the probability of
pulling out one red cube and one blue
cube on two draws, assuming that you
do not replace the first cube drawn
before pulling the second.

a) Are these events simple or
compound?

b) Are these events dependent or
independent?

12. Use the spinner pictured below to
answer the questions that follow.

1 2

5

4

3

a) If Event A is to spin an even
number and event B is to spin an
odd number, are these events
compatible or incompatible?

b) If Qi wants to determine the
probability of spinning this spinner
two times and landing on 1 and
then 2, would the two spins be
dependent events or independent
events?

c) If Event C is landing on 1 or 2, what
is the complement of Event C?

d) If Emilio wants to determine the
probability of spinning the spinner
two times and landing on the same
number in both spins, is this a
simple event or a compound event?
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